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WHAT IS A LAP?

A LAP or Learning Activity Package is a way to individualize

learning. It will not teach you, but will guide you in learning what

you need to know. This means tha't, instead of working with the rest

of the class as a group, most of the time you will be working on your

own. You will cover the same material that you would have covered as

a group, but there are greater benefits toyou as an individual. You

will work at your own speed and tailor the program to meet your needs.

Your contribution is to accept responsibility. No one will be constantly

4 I

after you to make certain that you are working. However, in one way

or another, after you have completed the assignments, your knowledge

must be tested. To assure success, you will need to "be on your own

back."

And don't forget your teacher. Just because you are working

individually doesn't mean that she or he won't help you. Ask for

help anytime you can't solve the problem yourself.

DIRECTIONS: How to proceed tarough this LAP

In this booklet of activities you are to use as mart resources

as you feel are necessary (films, filmstrips, records, text books,

reference books, and pictures are at your disposal.) Many of the

activities are designed so that you may choose which parts you would

like to work on. You may work in the classroom, library or home. Do

your work in ink.

1.
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DIRECTIONS (continued)

Please read the f7ollowing suggested order for this LAP:

1. Read the Note to Student and Objectives. (Gold)

2. Complete the pre-test on notebook paper. (Canary)

(1 3. Begin working on the required activities. There are three and

number 1 must be read first. You must complete all three during

the LAP but not necessarily in order. (Green)

4. After completing the activities, take the "self-evaluation." (Canary)

a. If you cannot answer some of the questions, go back and
review your activities.

b. If you can answer all of the questions, ask the teacher for
the post-test.

5. If you cannot pass the post-test, go back and review the activities

which cover the questions you missed.
6. When you pass the post-test with at least a "C", you may begin the

enrichment activities.

HOW YOU WILL BE GRADED

If you contract for a "C",
you must:

If you contract for a "B",
you must:

If you contract for an "A",
you must:

1. Complete the required activities.
2. Pass the poSt-test with at least

a "C".

3. Turn in your work (pre-test,
activities, post-test) in a folder

to be reviewed by the teacher.

1. Complete the requirements for a "C".

2: Complete one enrichment activity

after the post-test.

3. All work must be done at a "Be' level.

1. Complete the requirements for a "C".

2. Complete two enrichment activities
after the post-test.

3. All work must be done on an "A" level.

NOTE TO STUDENT

In the twentieth century, many small political units ca]ied

tribes still exert pressure on the governments of new countries. In

this LAP, we will focus on the effects tribalism has had on social
changes within Africa. You may wonder why Africa, one of the largest
continents in the world, is not occupied by many highly developed

nations. By examining the effects of tribalism on the life style
and government, you will understand the relationship to social change.

2.
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OBJECTIVES YOU WILL ACHIEVE

I. After completing a series of readings and analyzing several maps and
charts, you will compare" the life style of members of African tribes
with the life style of persons living in African cities.

II. Through a small group.problem-solving experience, you will rank in
terms of importance the major reasons that tribal organizntions create
difficulties for nations in which a tribe lives.

You will complete independent research in order to compare the standards
of living of a tribe in Africa with your own family.

r

3.
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PREP ST

I. Select-the best answer; then write the entire sentence on your

notebook paper. Do NOT write on this page.

A. Black Africans:
t

1. are all very similar.
2, include several very different physical types.

3. vary greatly in language, customs, religions, and mayo..,

4. all of the above.

B. Millions of Africans speak:

1. Bantu, languages.

2. their own language as.well as Arabic, French or English.

3. only Swahili.,

4. Nigerianese.

C. African animists believe that after death:

1. a man's spirit goes to heaven.

2. a' man's spirit lives on among his family.

3. man-is reborn as another living thing.
Buddha is a superior God.

The African city breedddiscontpt because:

1. the old ways of life will not work in the city.

2. no one from the country can get a job.

3. the food is not as good as it is in,the tribe.

4. all of these.

E. The major problem with unity in- Africa is that:

1. its people are divided into tribes.

2. there are too many countries.
3. there are too many-people.

'4. Africaners do not get along with Bantus.

II. In a brief paragraph, compare the. stand
Africa with your, own family:

SAVE THIS PRETEST IN
YOUR FOLDER ALONG WITH

/\\OTHER PAPERS COMP
DURING THIS LAP.

s of living of a tribe in
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OBJECTIVE I: After completing a series of readings and analyzing /

several turps and charts, you will compare the life styles

of members of African tribes with the life style of

persons living in African cities,

Activityar REQUIRED BY ALL

There are many new words you will encounter with the materials

in the LAP. Read this list BEFORE you begin any other activity. When

you meet one of these words,, define it on notebook paper. List your

reference, too, in case someone disagrees with you,

a. tribe
b. extended -family

c. animism
CI. barter

e. supernatural
f. teak, Mahogany, ebony
g. ancestor
h. polygamy

i. slash burn
agriculture

j. subsistence
agriculture

i. bride's wealth

4

Activity 2: T.M1_11M BY ALL

A. Read the following short chapters before doing this activity:

From the Africa: World uirr Series:

Manhood - page l

Marriage - page 48
Magic of Healing - page 54

From the book, Ex lori the Non-Western World:

Tribal World - pagerl -1 gi paragraphs 1C

B. Describe the traditional life in a tribe4 which would include some
knowledge of tI'e role of the woman, chidf, witchdoctor, the form

of education, and the ceremonies of manhood and gialriae.

C. Pretend you are visiting an African tribe. Write a magazine article

describing how this tribe performs its basic activiies (Ten Basic

Activities of Man).

5.
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es
Activity 3: REQUIRED BY ALL

.You maymay do this activity individually or with one other person.

1. .Find a map of Africa showing the various tribes.

2. Locate five of the largest tribes in Africa and list them on your

paper.

3. Name the countries in which they are located as well as the climate

and landforms fauna in each tribal region.

W. From this information, you should write two sentences which compare

the way the people live in each tribe.

5. Are you finished this activity? If you are, your answers will

include:
a. five tribe6
b. a minimum Of five climates
c. a minimum of five countries
d. a minimum. of five landforms

e. ten sentences

Complete Activity 6, "Selected Peoples of Africa," in the Africa
Inquiry Maps series by Barry Beyer.

Activity k

Read the pr' boards article, "Omowale: The Son Returns," a story
expressing the conflict between traditional life and technological
society.
Here is a guide to help you with some of the words.

v - at

Om
i
o wal e A jare

vfu
ti mof ga

To test your understanding, answer the five questions on the back of
the pamphlet. Then complete the following:

a. Prove the statement: The family is very important in Umofga.
b Although Ajayi wanted to junk the past and its traditions, what

benefits did village life offer?
c. Is Ajayi certain that his way of life is superior? How do you know?

And Frank?

OR
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Activity 5 As a final activity f9r this :Jbjective, compare city

1 life to rural life.

View the film loops:
a. Citv,Life in West Africa
b. progress in West Africa
c. Transportation in ,West Africa

d. Labor-in West Africa

With the information gained from the film loops, construct a chart
showing similarities and differences in the gays rural and urban

dwellers satisfy five of Man's Basic Activities.

Objective II: Through a small group problem-solving experience, you
will rank in terms of importance the major reasons that tribal
organization creates difficulties for nations in which a tribe lives.

Activity 6 REQUIRED BY ALL

Problem: Your country has just won its independence from Great Britain.
You have been chosen to serve on a committee to build up your country
so that its government is strong and its economy is good. Decide on
which of the problems you must solve first, second, third, etc. and
how you would go about doing it. After putting the problems in order,
answer questions 1 - 5 which follow the problems.

PROBLEMS

Some of the many problems facing new African nations are:

1. Tribal fears and distrust (tribal chiefs do not want to give up
their power to a national government)

2. Power struggles between military officers and civilian leaders
3. Overpopulation
4. Unemployment
5., Lack Of knowledge about' scientific farming
6. Lack of skilled workers'in government and industry
7. Leaders are inexperienced
8. Governments are unstable and not very qtrong economically
9. Need for economic development 9

10. Rely on a "one-crop" economy
11. Conflict, between blacks and whites
12. Disease and poverty
13. Lack of education
14. Tribe is living in two countries or tribe does not recognize political

boundaries

7.
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QUESTIONS

What kind of government areyou going to,organize?

How will you gain the support of the people?

What mill you do about the tribal leaders?

How will you stop the military generals from taking over your country?

5. How will you'make your country strong economically (what your people

produce and sell) and socially (how your people live)?

This activity is to be done by groups of four or five. Sign your

name in the space provided when you are ready to begin working in

a group.,

8.
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Objective III: You will complete independent research in order o

compare the standards of living of,a tribe in Africa with your wn family.

Activity 7 REQUIRED BY ALL

,-

This activity is to be done individually. Study the following chart

on "Standard of Living" and answer the questions which follow:

NIGER SOUTH AFRICA U.S.A.

1. Average income $75,. $375 $2,625

2. Number of daily
newspapers

3. Number of people
per physician

4. Literacy rate.

5. Number of colleges

6. Population per
square mile

7. Televisions per
10,000 people

8. Cars. per

10,000 people

Letters sent and
received annually

10. Years it will take
to double population

11. Radios per 1,000'people

12. Suicide rate per
100,000 people

13. Population

14. Telephones
per 1,000 people

1 23 1,754

65,000 1,900 690

4 115% 98%

0 49 2,132

55 340 250

0 0 3,270

7 58 373

2 per 62 per 367 per
person person person

21 29 44.

'.4.
6 69 7 1,000

0 4 11

3,400,000. 18,000,000 200,000,000

7 64 459

9.
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Answer the following:

Mi
Which country has the fastest growing population?

a. South Africa 'b. Niger c.

Which African nation has better transportation ?_._.

a. South Africa b. Niger

Which African nation has...better communication?

a. South Africa b. Niger

4. Which African nation has better health facilities?

a. South:Africa b. Niger

5. Which ,country has the happiest people?

a. Sduth Africa b. Niger

6. Which country is most crowded?
a. South Africa b. Niger Co U.S.A.

7. Which country has the- highest income?

a. South Africa 'b. Niger c. U.S.A.

8. Which country in Africa has abetter educatian system?
a. South Africa b. Niger

11=1Mil 9. Which country would you
a. South Africa, b.

10. Which country would you

a. South Africa b.

consider to be a "modern" nation?
Niger c.

consider to be a "backward" nation?

Niger Co U.S.A.

11. What does a nation need in order to be considered "modern"?

(List at least five things.) You may want to consult

pages 25 -29 in Voices of Emerf4ing Nations..

10.
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SELF EVALUATION

1. Define each of the folloWing termp.

a. Extended family

b. Animism
c. Polygamy

d. Subsistence agriculture

2. Briefly describe the roles of men, women and children who live

in traditional African tribes.

3. Briefly describe the roles ol men, women and children whO live

in African cities.

4. What are the major problems facing African nations which recently

received independence? Which 'roblem is most coMplex arid

difficult to solve? Explain you selected this problem.

5. List five ways your standard of living would change 4f you were

a member of a tribe in either Niger or South Africa.

I

10a.
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ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

fo.Llowing activities are optional and should be attempted only

-.cr the POST-TEST has been successfully completed.

ACTIVITY: ENRICHMENT' 1

Select a tribe in Africa and compile a "Social Customs Inventory"
chart. Include this information:

a. How many wives can .a man have?

b. Where does thenew,Wife live?
c. What relatives/ does the family houseR.61d include?

d. Who is the head'of the family?
e. What is the role (duties) of the man?
f. Whatkis the /role of the woman?

g. What is the role of the children?

Be sure to pick a tribe which is well known and is likely to have
such information compiled about it. Keep a list of the references

you use. Add any information which you think his interesting. Put

your information in chart form. Use the textual and audio-visual,
resources'of the library as you complete this project.

ACTIVITY: ENRICHMENT 2

Watch the film "Daily Life of Eozo,People." There is no narrati&
supplied so you will have to view the film carefully. Make a list of
the various activities the Bozo perform in their daily schedule. Using
this list, write a paragraph in which you explain how they differ from
your daily scheddle of activities.

If you have difficulty in identifying their activities, look at
your list of 'Basic Activities of Man."/ View the film again. Compare
your list with a friend's.

11.
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ACTIVITY: ENRICHMCNT 3

Listen to the story, "Umusha Mwaice" on the record "African Folk Talls:"

Answer the following:
A),

1. What other stdry does this tale sound like?

2. How has this version of the story changed from the one you know?

(Name at least -Wee differences.)

3. From listening to this tale; give five facts describing how the

people live in this tribe.

ACTIVITY: ENRICHMENT 4

The film "Divination by Animal Tracks" shows a rite of the Dogon

tribe. There-isn't any narration. To help ycu interpret the film,

find out what "divining" is (look up "divine" as ayerb, or divination

or diviner) and write your definition. Do the same for "soothsayer."

Divination is performed by a Dogon soothsayer as a religioui ceremony.

With three classmates:
View this film as many times as necessary to make a narration for

the film. Give your written commentary to the teacher. The best one

will be taped anorshown with the film.

r

12.
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ACTIVITY: ENRICHMENT 5 '

'Read the Springboard's article called "This Magic World." This article

will give you a basic understanding of the religion called "animism."

CHOOSE ONE OF THE' FOLLOWING STORIES TO READ:

Africa: World Inquiry Series

a. "Atom is Dying"

b. "Civilizations of Africa"

c. 'Wake an Angry Ancestor Happy"

Discuss the following questions within a group of two to four people

and write the answers to the following questions after the discussion:

1. An animist has gods A Christian has a God. Explain.

2. What partof Atumts treatment might be called "magic?" What part

of his treatment might be called scientific?

/ OR /

Do you think Ndamo is religious or superstituous? ?Thy or why not?

A

3. Cite at least five examples of magic or superstition that we have

in our society. Why do people believe in superstition?

13.
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STUDENT RESOURCES

Print

1. Africa: World Studies Inaliry Seties

2. Exploring the Non - Western World

3. "African Folk Tales," record, "Umusha EWaice"

4. Springboards, "Omowale: The. Son Returns"

"This Magic World"
"Africa Accuses"

5. "Civilizations of Africa"

6. Afrjaa.In s

Non-Print

1. "Sacred Rites: Divination By Animal Tracks" - F 509 (Filth)

2. "Bozo Daily Life" - F 510 (Film)

3. "City Life in West Africa" - FL 22 (Filmloop)

4.1 "Progress in West Afrida" - FL 23 (Filmloop)

5. "Transportation in West Africa" - FL 24 (Filmloop)

6. "Labor in West Africa" - FL 25 (Filmloop)

i4.
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AFRICAN CULTURES 11" TRANSITION

TEACHER'S GUIDE

This LAP is a possible alternative to Experience III,

"Traditionalism vs. Nbdernism." It meets similar objectives by

employing a set of different activities. The LAP should take students

approximately seven days 4o complete. The original form of this

LAP was developed by Cheryl Bobbitt and Darlene Weller of West Middle

School.

Answers to Pretest
I.

A. 3
B. 2

C. 3
D. 1

E. 1

IL
Answers may vary.

1.
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Part I

POST TEST

To test the first objective, you may use notes to complete the

chart comparing urban and tribal life styles.

URBAN

Protecting and
conserving life,
resources End property.

. Production and distribution
of goods and services.

Transporting people
and goods

Communicating ideas
and feelings

Organizing and
governing

. Satisfying
spiritual needs

. Beauty

. Rearing and

training children

9. Education and
advanced thought

10. Recreation

Part II

+11

To test the third objective, answer the following questions from
the chart entitled "Statistical Indicators of Development, Africa."

A

A. Which country has the highest literacy rate?

fB. The country with the highest daily pr.otein intake?

C. In which country would you expect people to live longer?

D. List the following countries in order of their gross nation product

per\capita from the highest to lowest.
1. \South Africa
2. 'Upper Volta

3. Niger
4. Libya

5. Mali

E. List the countries that would probably be the five poorest.

P. In a paragraph, tell which African country will have the highest
standard of living, and list at least five statistical indicators

to support your view.
2. 00020
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ANSWERS TO PART II ()OF POST TEST

A. Ethiopia
B. Chad or Niger

C. South Africa

D. 1. Libya
2. South Africa
3. Upper Volta
.4. Niger

5. Mali
E. 1. Lesotho

2. Somalia
3. Mauritania.
4. Rwanda
5. Eurundi

F. Answers may vary - justification of answer is the key to correctness.

RESOURCES NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE LAP

Print

1. Africa: World Studies Inquiry Series
Field Educational Publications

2. Exploring the Non-Western World
Globe Book Company

t

3. .Afri, Mans -

Sunburst Communications

4. Springboards
Noble and Noble

5. Voices of Emerging Nations

1 Leswing Publications

Non-Pa.-int

1. "City Life in West Africa" - FL 22

2. "Progress in West Africa" - FL 23

3. "Transportation in West Africa" - FL 24

,4. "Labor in West Africa" - FL 25

5. "Sacred Rites: Divination by Animal Tracks" 509

6. "Daily Life of Bozo People" - F 510

7. "Umusha Nkaice" African Folk Tales - record

4.)
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